Infor SunSystems
Meet change with
confidence
Your traditional financial management system (FMS)
locks you into rules, structures, and business models
that can’t evolve to meet your changing needs. But you
need to redefine your systems on the fly, and respond to
changing requirements and evolving strategies. While
you may be able to keep up with change, your traditional
FMS can’t - you’re in constant battle just to make your
system meet the current needs of your business.
It’s time you got a financial solution that works the way
you want it to - so when your needs change, your system
can keep up. You can meet change with confidence and
easily manage growth with Infor SunSystems.

Adapt to change
without changing
Your financial system should map to your business not the other way around. But traditional systems are
normally based on complex, segmented account codes
that are difficult to maintain and change.
Mirror your organisation’s business structure in a
way that’s easy to configure and extend with Infor

SunSystems, which has an innovative design that was
developed with change in mind.
Not only will you be able to realign analysis and reporting
to meet your evolving business needs, but you’ll
immediately see and report on any change you make with smart transactions that capture the detailed data
you need in order to change without changing.
Because you’ll never again be locked into a static
structure, you’ll be able to:
• Quickly incorporate new product lines, organisational
changes, and acquisitions
• Ensure measurements and key performance indicators
(KPIs) match the state of your business today
• Protect your investment for the future and limit reliance
on IT for business-level needs

“

Meet change with confidence with
Infor SunSystems. You’ll be able to
adapt to change without changing,
get the information you need it,
and grow in any market.

“

Infor SunSystems

Vietnamese Accounting
System (VAS) Edition
Now Available

Get the information
you need - fast
It seems like far too often, you can’t access the
information you need at the time you need it - either
because you haven’t captured the right information,
or because you can’t easily retrieve it. But you can take
control with unified ledger in Infor SunSystems which
gives you fast, easy access to smart transactions that
deliver not just data, but detailed information with
context that you define.

Integrate Information. Imagine having all your ledger
data combined in one place, whether it’s from your
general ledger, sales and purchase ledger, or even a userdefined ledger - without having to wait for batch updates

or reconciliations. You’ll be able to close your books faster
- resulting in lower costs and greater efficiency - with a
unified ledger.

Improve Corporate Performance. Streamline
reporting and planning cycles with a single, integrated
environment. Plus, make it easy for users and
stakeholders to understand how your business is
performing with immediate reporting and analysis.
Decision makers will get immediate access to the
integrated finance and operational information they
need to better manage your business.
Increase Information Accuracy. Capture all the detail
you need in the source system, and get a clear, complete
view of your business from the very start. Finally, you can
use spreadsheets as they were actually intended—to
analyse the data in your system, not as an alternative
place to store it. Because your financial information
comes straight from the source, you can be confident it’s
accurate and up to date.

Grow in any market
Whether growth means new markets, acquisitions, or
products, you need to adapt and respond to unique
requirements with ease—and speed. Standardise
financial management and adjust accounting structures
quickly, easily, and without breaking the bank.

requirements with built-in audit trails, alerts, and
sophisticated data reconciliation. You’ll be able to
handle simultaneous financial reporting requirements in
multiple countries so you can close your books faster.

Provide a consistent and auditable environment.
Comply with local statutory, audit, international financial
reporting standards (IFRS), and other regulatory

UL

AP

Leverage one solution for all your needs. Simplify
system management, streamline processes, and make
your business less complex with one solution that brings
everything together across different sites, countries,
business units, companies, and corporate offices—and is
flexible enough to handle their varying requirements.

GL

Get built-in international expertise. If growth means
going global, it’s not enough to cover basic requirements
like multiple languages and currency. You’ll be ready to
handle all the global essentials with Infor SunSystems,
which has advanced features such as four-dimensional
multi-currency and parallel accounting treatments.

AR

Infor SunSystems - Unified Ledger

You Will:

Unified ledgers offer an integrated transaction set
that combines general ledger, AP, and AR for instant,
consistent access to accurate data.

Infor SunSystems:
• More than 9,600 customers in more
than 180 countries
• Has 20+ years of financial experience
built in
• Mirrors how you do business
• Provides one consistent data set
• Offers powerfull reporting tools
• Delivers fast ROI

Infor SunSystems

Make better financial
decisions

Turn your data into meaningful information, and then
deliver it to the right people, in the right format, at the
right time.

When you can see the impact of all your financial
transactions as well as the trends that may affect your
business tomorrow, you’ll have a potent strategic
advantage that benefits every aspect of your
organisation. Make better decisions with:

You’ll be able to streamline consolidation, reporting, and
analysis of data from third-party organisations and legacy
applications, and gain insight into every aspect of your
business that matters to you. Plus, you’ll be able to deliver
financial and operational KPIs to managers at every level,
helping them make better decisions, faster.

Financial management. Get immediate access to
all finance and accounting information so you can make
fast and effective decisions about all aspects of financial
management, including nominal ledgers, payable and
receivable ledgers, consolidation, corporate allocations,
multiple currencies, dual-base currencies, fixed assets,
and debtor management.
You’ll be able to meet multiple and evolving accounting
and reporting requirements, because our solutions are
highly flexible. Rest assured you’ll comply with local
requirements, multiple GAAP standards, and evolving
reporting requirements such as IFRS.

Performance management. Simplify your
budgeting, forecasting, and other financial planning
processes with Infor SunSystems budgeting and
planning solutions.

GLOBAL ESSENTIALS

Purchase management. Get a tighter grip on your
purchasing activities with Infor SunSystems complete
web-based spending control and management solution,
which you can deploy to large numbers of employees.
Not only can your employees manage their own
purchasing requirements, you can define rules and
workflows that automate and enforce corporate policies,
improving efficiency and saving money.

Order management. Take control of your sales,
purchasing, and inventory management, and integrate
your operations with your partners and customers.
You can configure order processes and sequence your
transactions the way you want to, access any associated
documents you need, and automatically update your
ledger and inventory in real time.

MANY

FEW

INFOR

Multi-company-independent locales
Multi-calendar
Multi-language
Four D multi-currency
Multi-tax
Parallel charts of accounts
Parallel books for different accounting earments
Smart transactions for localised reporting
Global access
The Global Essentials include all the core capabilities that are essential for doing business around the globe.

Professional services automation. You’ll be able
to handle project accounting, resource management,
billing, and web-based time and expense management.
That means you’ll improve staff utilisation, optimise cash
flow, and increase your revenue.

Document management. With just a few clicks of
your mouse, you can automatically capture, authorise,
and archive business documents such as invoices,
purchase orders, and statements. You’ll save time,
money, and storage space, and comply with increasing
regulations. Not only that, you’ll support your company’s
green initiatives.

Integration platform. You’ll be able to integrate
Infor SunSystems with other enterprise and financial
systems you already have, because of Infor SunSystems
open architecture and unparalleled interoperability—
especially valuable if you need flexible financial solution
to help you cope with unpredictable business conditions.

Take control now
Meet change with confidence with Infor SunSystems,
which is designed to support and reinforce today’s best
financial management practices and address your key
challenges. You’ll be able to adapt to change without
changing, get the information you need when you need
it, and grow in any market. Plus you’ll be able to make
the right decisions, at the right time, every time. You can
implement Infor SunSystems quickly and easily, leading
to fast ROI and low total cost of ownership over the long
run. In addition, you can reconfigure the solution quickly
to support changes in your financial processes and
business operations.
You’ll get everything you need to:
• Easily accommodate change
• Manage the expected and unexpected
• Protect your investment
• Concentrate on your business without worrying about
your systems
• Simplify support worldwide

Plus, because your system supports future growth, you
can:
• Expand internationally without having to add new
systems
• Get up and running quickly in a new country
• Standardise financial management across countries
• Comply with multiple regulatory and reporting
requirements

Powered by innovative
technology
Our newest technologies bring our portfolio of proven
products to new levels of power, usability, and flexibility.
Some of thesetechnologies include:

INFOR WORKSPACE
You don’t need more information, you need the right
information at the right time. Unified navigation,
single sign-on, and single-click access to Infor systems,
personalisation, web parts, and shortcuts get you to
the information you need quicker and easier. You’ll
have everything you need to work on what matters,
in a way that makes sense to you, so you can simplify
your work day.

INFOR ION SUITE
The unifying platform to connect and manage your
applications, Infor and non-Infor. Seamless, flexible
integration between your current core applications
and your third- party solutions, whether they’re
on-premises, in the cloud, or both. Identify your key
business processes and let the exceptions find you automatically alert your users based on key issues so
they can keep their finger on the pulse and respond
immediately. With Infor ION Suite, your systems and
your people can simply work together.

trginternational.com
blog.trginternational.com

TRG is a market-leading global professional services firm
focused on delivering technical excellence. TRG adds value in
a challenging and dynamic market by delivering the right IT
solutions that work quietly and brilliantly in the background,
freeing our customers up to focus on their core.

For more information about this solution, please contact us at

sales@trginternational.com

